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Minimalist
T h e

$2375
production

deliverables

one cinematographer
NINE hours of video coverage

three cameras + clear audio for ceremony
two cameras + clear audio for speeches
one camera for all other major events

3 t0 4 minute highlight film
full length ceremony edit
full length speeches edit

Major events raw footage
2 social media cutdowns

Check out our add-ons



Heirloom
T h e

$4475
production

deliverables

TWO CINEMATOGRAPHERS
TEN hours of video coverage

AERIAL DRONE FOOTAGE OF VENUE OR REGION
FOUR cameras + clear audio for ceremony
THREE cameras + clear audio for speeches
TWO camera for all other major events

4 t0 5 minute highlight film
full length ceremony edit
full length speeches edit

Major Events Full length EDITS
3 SOCIAL MEDIA "CUTDOWN CLIPS"

4K HIGH RES SCREENSHOTS FROM VIDEO FOOTAGE
3 Gif animations



Keepsake
T h e

$4575
production

deliverables

One Cinematographer + One Photographer
- the minimalist package -

plus - Aerial drone footage
nine hours of photography coverage

bride + Groom Portraits
Bridal party portraits + family portraits

5 to 6 minute highlight film
full length ceremony edit
full length speeches edit

Major events full length edits
2 social media 'cutdown clips'

250 fully edited photos + stylized look
all other raw photo files

custom web gallery for download



Timeless
T h e

$5675
production

deliverables

Two Cinematographers + One Photographer
- THe HEIRLOOM PACKAGE -

Plus - ten hours of photography coverage
Bride + Groom Portraits

bridal party portraits + Family Portraits
 

6 to 7 minute highlight film
full length ceremony edit
full length speeches edit

FULL LENGTH MAJOR EVENTS EDITS
4 SOCIAL MEDIA "CUTDOWN CLIPS"

300 fully edited photos + stylized look
all other raw photo files

custom web gallery for download



Deluxe
T h e

$6775
production

deliverables

Engagement photo session
two cinematographers + two photographers

up to twelve hours of photo + video coverage
Everything from all other packages

including drone footage
 
 

Up to 40 Fully Edited Engagement Photos + all other Raw Photos
7 to 8 minute highlight film

Feature Length Edit, including ceremony, speeches, and major events
4 SOCIAL MEDIA "CUTDOWN CLIPS" , and 5 gif animations

450 fully edited photos + stylized look
Photo Slideshow with music

All Raw Photos
Raw footage, trimmed, transcoded, and uploaded to dropbox

custom web gallery for download



Destination
T h e

price
varies

things to know
We would love to travel anywhere around the world

to film your wedding!

Generally, this is how the pricing might work:

One of our packages
+

Travel time @hourly rate
+

Air fare & Extra luggage fee
+

Rental Car
+

Lodging



Bare Bones
T h e

$1275

production

deliverables

we only book this package two months from the wedding date
depending on availability

shoot us an e-mail, it's worth a shot!
*any promotional pricing will not apply*

One cinematographer
six hours of coverage

3 cameras for ceremony + 2 cameras for speeches

2 minute music video, music is selected by us.
full length ceremony
full length speeches



I n c l u d e d i n a l l p a c k a g e s

ba y area travel
We are based out of Walnut Creek, CA!

For any event that takes place within 50 miles of WC,

we will travel there at no additional cost.  

Beyond 100 miles round trip, we will simply add $0.50 per mile, 

per each videographer or photographer hired for your event. 

dropbox storage
We will keep every video or photo deliverable saved 

in your own folder on our Dropbox server.
All the files will live there in perpetuity, in an organized folder structure, 

that you can access forever.
Or at least as long as the internet exists.

Note: we recommend downloading everything onto your own
hard drive or usb thumb drive.  Everything we make is delivered online,

because if we gave you a physical product, the entire package price would be subject
to california sales tax, and that would suck.



a'la carte - add ons

guest interviews
- $450 -

we will set up a camera and mic somewhere near your photobooth, guestbook, etc.

The camera will have simple instructions to hit record,

and your guests will get to record a special, private, and probably hilarious message to you.

The extra editing of these clips together is included in the fee.

engagement photos
- $450 -

Anywhere in the bay area for this price!  We are willing to travel somewhere beyond

for additional fees.  You'll get 100% of the photos we take (that can be up to 1500).

You'll also get up to 20 of the best photos fully edited, and stylized.

Engagement sessions include up to three outfit changes, one general location,

and up to two hours max of shooting.  then again, we may lose track of time!

  rehearsal dinner photo coverage
- $700 -

whether you are getting a video + Photo package or not!

We'll get you all the raw photos, and also at least 50 fully edited images.

rehearsal dinner video coverage
- $950 -

if your rehearsal dinner is going to be a big event, with people giving speeches and all,

this may be a good idea!  We'll capture the whole event, record video and audio, 

and we'll edit the full length speeches together with some b-roll, and potentially

integrate some of the shots into your highlight film.



aerial drone footage
- $200 -

the only packages that do not include drone footage, are the minimalist and the bare bones.

tack this on for some incredibly cool aerial footage of the venue and/or the region.

Note: Some venues are weird about having unmanned aircraft flying around,

and some areas (like downtown SF) are no fly zones.

a'la carte - add ons

additional shooting hours
- $125/hour per shooter -

I 'd say this is fairly self explanatory, but i feel like I need to write something here

to keep the look of this price sheet consistent.

photography single photographer
- $2500 -

We'll get you one total boss of a photographer from our network to cover your wedding for

up to nine hours.  Deliverables are 250 fully edited photos, and all other raw photos

delivered online to a custom web gallery for downloading.

assistant / additional photographer or videographer
- $125/hour  -

if you feel more comfortable with a second shooter, we'll hire one on for you!

5 gif animations / boomarang clips
$150

it's pronounced "gif" .



2-3 minute music video
- $700 -

If you're getting one of the packages with the longer highlight films,

but you would also like a different, faster paced, much shorter experience as well,

this is a great option.

5 minute photo slideshow
- $500 -

Music, motion effects, and transitions.  

5 minutes

feature length edit
- $1700 -

Add this onto any package, and we will create a 60 minute film, 

with every usable bit of your footage, and integrate the full length ceremony and speeches,

and all major events.

additional editing
- $100/hour with one hour minimum -

We offer up to three revision rounds in our contract, so you'll have plenty

of opportunities to have us make any changes you'd like.

beyond that, we'll begin clocking hours.

a'la carte - add ons

longer highlight film
- $200 per extra minute -

want to have a longer highlight film, but not pay for the whole bigger package?



all raw footage on hard drive
- $400 + sales tax on entire package -

Unfortunately, it seems that there's no way around it.

in the state of california, if we give you a physical product, even as a separate invoice,

we still must collect sales tax on the entire service fee as well.

That said, I think when most people say they want the actual raw footage,

they don't necessarily realize that we are talking about huge files,

up to a terabyte, and all the files are extremely high resolution, high bitrate,

and most people's macbooks would not really be able to play the clips back smoothly.

I 'm not trying to steer you away from this option, but figured all of that was important info.

a'la carte - add ons

all usable footage on dropbox
- $450 -

we'll trim the unusable bits of footage off, and export a manageable filesize

that you can download to your own computer, with every single video shot we recorded.

non-disclosure agreement
- $500 -

this works great if you're a celebrity, ceo, or just a private person.

For this additional cost, we can sign an N.D.A. that will prohibit us from using

any footage of persons, names, or anything that can identify you or your guests,

for marketing/promotional purposes.

We do still reserve the right to use footage/photos of scenic footage captured during the event.



how to book

step one

step two

step three

step four

contact us!

Let us know all the basic information about your wedding,

what package you're thinking of, what add-ons sound good, and any questions you might have.

if we're available for your date, we can kick off a dialog.

let us know if you'd like to schedule a phone or in-person consultation.

otherwise, just ask us to send you an official proposal/contract, and deposit invoice!

send us back the signed contract, along with the 30% deposit, and we are officially booked!

we'll continue to be in touch until your wedding, and lock in any and all other details.

within about a month of your wedding, we'll send you a detailed questionnaire,

which will ask about everything from logistics/timeline, contact numbers, and wedding coordinators,

to simply more information about your story as a couple.

step five
get married, watch video and look at photos every day forever.



info@thegoodfolkfilmco.com
say hello!


